
Sanketham   Application-   FAQs

1. Is it possible to apply for a new building permit in an already

building existing plot, through Sanketham application?

Ans: Yes, Already existing building is shown as a construction

type with existing building not for permit  and the new building

is shown as another construction with New Construction option.

2. Is it possible to apply for permit in a plot, having more than one

construction, through Sanketham?

Ans:- Yes,it  is  possible  through  option  new  construction  and

entering  number  of  constructions  as  first  construction,second

construction  according  to  the  number  of  buildings  to  be

constructed in the plot.

3. Is it possible to add and regularize a building through a single

application?

Ans:- Yes, it can be done through Addition/Extension option as

one  construction  type  and  regularization  can  be  done  through

second construction through new construction option.

4. In  case  of  new  permit  application,is  it  possible  to  submit

application for constructing well and compound wall in the same

application?

Ans:- Yes,  this  can  be  done  by  selecting  new

construction,digging of well,compound wall and entering details in

the same construction type.



5. Is  it  necessary  to  submit  Appendix-A  in  hand  written  format

along with submitting application online through Sanketham?

Ans:- No,There is  no need for submitting Appendix-A in hand

written  format,because  after  filling  all  details  of  Appendix  –A

through Sanketham we can take print out of this from Report menu

and can submit this.

6. Why  is  it  that  even  after  entering  all  fields  we  can’t  submit

application to local body through Sanketham?

Ans:- Check whether any field in check list portion is showing

Not Permissible. If so correct the value in the field to the required

value then save the record and submit.

7. Why is it that even after entering all fields permit fee is showing

as 0?

Ans:- Check whether Area of Permit field is filled with correct

value,also check whether Govt building option is selected.If both

these fields are corrected permit fee will be correct.

8. Is it possible to extend the three year period of a permit issued

through Sanketham?

Ans:- Yes,  it  is  possible.It  can be done with the request from

permit owner through rectification menu of Approver login.



9. Is  it  possible to change Office name in case of municipalities

having zonal offices?

Ans:- Yes,  with  request  from applicant  this  can  be  corrected

through rectification menu in Clerk’s login.

10. Is  it  possible  to  change  Licensee  name  after  receiving

permit issued from local body?

Ans:- With request  from permit  owner Licensee name can be

change from Approver login.

11. Is it possible to change owner name in a permit?

Ans:- With  request  from  permit  owner,  owner  name  can  be

changed from Approver login.

12. In case of multi  storied buildings, is it  possible to issue

permit for completed portions?

Ans:- Yes, it is possible to issue permit for completed portions

within the permit validity period.


